
Put on your ‘G&T’ Learning Goggles...your expedition 
begins here...

So you’ve just been appointed G&T coordinator for your school? Overwhelmed by what’s 
expected of you? Not clear where to begin?

Well, here’s some ideas for you to shape your approach and get you into the role. 
Hopefully, this will help you make sense of the maze of opportunities that lie before you.

At the heart of effective ‘Gifted and Talented’ provision is high quality teaching and 
learning. Because of this, there are many who argue that there’s nothing special about it at 
all. We should all be doing it. This is true.  We should. 

Others would say that focusing on the needs of your most able learners is an issue of 
entitlement, and as such, particular attention should be paid to it.  This is true. We should.

Agreeing a rationale for your role and finding a way to communicate why you, as a school, 
think it is important, is crucial to set you off with some firm foundations. Always be clear 
about your ‘Why?’ and give others the space to consider theirs too.

A Principled Approach: 
You will probably encountered many of the pre-conceived ideas, beliefs and prejudices 
(positive and negative), about what is meant by ‘Gifted & Talented’. Herein lies your very 
first opportunity.

One way to prompt 
discussion is to ask people 
to discuss a diagram like the 
here. 

It is worth noting that there 
is no right or wrong to this 
question. What it does is 
encourage a process of 
discussion. It encourages 
people to check out:

(a) Where is my current focus (do I concentrate on ‘learners’ or ‘learning’) (‘Have I spent 
lots of time thinking about ‘who are they’ or do I think about the ‘what do I do’?)  

and
 
(a) In what ways would like to see this change? (NOTE: they may not...and that’s fine!). 



The point here is that it opens the door to the whole school community being involved in 
what you are trying to do. They can then agree a rationale as a group, ready for you to act 
upon. This is far more preferable to leaving you to decide and dictate the way things will be 
and keeping your fingers crossed that people will buy-in to what you are trying to do.

Initiate Learning Conversations
Use your new role as an opportunity for maintaining this discussion. It is worth 
remembering that just because the role is new to you doesn’t mean that the concept is 
new to everybody else. There will be some fantastic sources of expertise in your school 
already, so make sure you call upon it. Not only that, but if you start out with this mindset 
that requires you to gather intelligence, you will discover some great  thinking and practice 
that is already happening, possibly in quiet and unexpected pockets of your school. This is 
your first of many opportunities to seek it out, see it and share it.

The Current Landscape:
Consider different ways of finding out what people are already doing within and beyond 
your school. Use a range of methods to continue your intelligence gathering; focus groups, 
quick five minute discussions in morning briefings, a suggestions box in the staff room, a 
feedback wall, Twitter,  blogging and 1:1 conversations with people, just to get the lie of the 
land. 

All of these will give you a wealth of ideas and understanding of the strategies already in 
place and working in parts of the school and, more importantly for you, the perception and 
attitudes that your colleagues (in particular) have towards the terms, ‘gifted’ and ‘talented’.

Identify Your Destination:
Having gleaned some important information about existing practice and approaches, what 
do you, as a community, think ‘gifted and talented’ should mean in YOUR school for YOUR 
students? The most powerful and sustainable answers to this will be revealed through a 
collaborative approach to the question. 

Collaborate:
One way of encouraging such collaboration is to gather together colleagues who, from 
your initial learning conversations, you have identified as enthusiasts and interested 
parties. Ask if they would like to develop something with you. You could set this up as mini-
action research projects (emphasis on ‘mini’). These are short term, micro-enquiries, which 
require anything from a five minute teacher observation of their own group during a lesson 
or a paired student interview with selected students. The point is that micro-enquiries are 
short and specific. The beauty in them is that when they are knitted together by the group 
and by you, you suddenly discover that you have gathered a wealth of evidence and 
thinking with no disruption to what you would ordinarily be doing. 
At the same time, you could also facilitate a student enquiry group who work parallel to or 
directly alongside your adult-researchers. 

Remember, trust is vital for such groups to work effectively, so make sure you agree your 
ways of working from the outset. This is particularly important as you need to be able to 
share what is happening to keep the profile of your work high and make sure as many 
people feel involved as possible. Make sure you work through who shares what and with 
whom and how this is done as a priority.



The other thing to bear in mind: always keep your timelines short and the project questions 
very specific. Try devising many short timelines to allow for phases of development rather 
than one massive timeline with milestones for your one project.

Action research questions:
Here are a few examples. The most powerful part of this form of action research is that the 
researchers choose with their own area or theme of interest. You then use coaching 
questions to help them refine their specific enquiry.

For teacher researchers:
“How does designing explicit opportunities for deep thinking/ high order questioning/ 
result in quality discussion?”
“What are the most effective ways to stimulate high aspirations in my lessons?”
“What is the impact of explicitly integrating challenging homework into schemes of 
learning?” 
“How are levels of engagement affected by the integrating technology into learning 
design?”
“How does using the curriculum as a vehicle to develop specific learning skills and 
dispositions affect progress?”

For student researchers:
“What does challenge look like, sound like and feel like in (subject/ day of the week/ year 
group/ topic)?”
“Which subjects make me think really hard?” 
“What does really good homework include?”
“In what variety of ways am I encouraged to use technology to help me learn?”
“What are the best ways to develop research/ communication/ confidence/ 
organisation/ team-working skills?”

Your role in this process is as scribe, coach, facilitator and communicator. This frees the 
researchers up to discuss, test and reflect. In doing so, you save them the (perceived) 
burden of any writing up or communication. The writing-up will come later and you should 
start to find that they are happy to undertake this as a key part of their reflective thinking. 
Collaboration and sharing of findings along the way is also incredibly important, so make 
sure you meet up. This doesn’t need to be formal or onerous. You may be amazed by what 
a chat over a working lunch convened in a classroom can stimulate in terms of innovation 
and next steps.

Map Your Journey:
Once you’ve started the conversations, you can follow up with an action plan to map out 
how you can take things further. Designing and structuring a whole-school approach is the 
best way to make sure you don’t overburden yourself or get overwhelmed with everything 
you have to do.

Resist the temptation to map out the whole year. Allow for things to change and for curve 
balls. That way, you’ll not only give yourself a break when things don’t go to plan, but, and 
this is far more important, you can jump on any unforeseen opportunities as and when 
they present themselves to you.

“You Are Here”:
There are still some (free) tools available from previous National Gifted and Talented 
Initiatives. One such tool is “The Institutional Quality Standards for Gifted and Talented 



Education”. This provides you with some descriptors for the various aspects of Gifted and 
Talented Provision across the whole school and allows you to make a snapshot judgement 
of where you think the school is, the evidence for this and what you need to consider in 
order to develop the provision. Linked to this are the “Classroom Quality Standards” that 
subject leaders can use to audit specific provision. 

Whether you choose to use a self-assessment tool or simply map out what you think 
needs to be done and what it will look, feel and sound like once you’ve done it, your action 
plan should guide you for the rest of the next couple of terms. 

Share, share and share again
At all stages, keep checking that you are communicating what you are doing, when and 
with whom to the whole school community. Admittedly, you need to strike a balance 
between boring people with the constant updates and leaving a chasm of silence between 
the initial flurry of activity and excitement and not hearing anything from you for eight 
weeks.

Using different methods of communication will be helpful for this.  A blog will allow you to 
update on a regular basis, without requiring too much descriptive detail. A Twitter account 
will provide links to helpful resources, others who are working in connected fields of 
expertise. You can also use Twitter to ask people around the world about their work and for 
feedback on what you are doing. There’s no need to feel isolated in this day and age.

Document learning 
Take notes: Keep all meeting notes in a brief format (anonymous where appropriate) and 
use these to collate a document of learning and evidence as it develops. You can then use 
this as part of your evidence for self assessment and a report to share with your research 
team ahead of publishing it for the whole school as a progress report to keep them in the 
loop, invite people to get more involved and continue sharing ideas. 

Describe: When you make notes and record key ideas, make sure your notes are 
descriptive rather than evaluative. Any evaluative thoughts that do creep into your thinking 
are worth converting into questions which you can record alongside the notes and use to 
inform any coaching conversations or reflective feedback sessions you may have. 

Record time: Another really powerful element of the learning document is the time spent 
at each stage. If you have observed a lesson and this was an hour, then that’s part of the 
work and should be recorded. If you have a meeting with the group, record the amount of 
time you spent together. When it comes to reflecting on what has happened and how it 
has happened, having the time recorded and sharing this is a great way to acknowledge 
the amount of time invested in the work.

So now you’re ready...
adorn your goggles on and start the conversations...


